Although the nuclear magnetic resonance condition generally depends only on the gyromagnetic ratio of the resonanting nuclei, the width and amplitude of the resonance depend critcally on the substance containing the resonating nuclei. A basic factor affecting the width is the characteristic filipping time for the substance -l.e., the average time it takes a molecule to change its orientation appreciably. This fact has been applied in a study of a group of molecular solids which exhibit two or more phase in order to investigate the mechanisms of these transitions. Of the two mechanisms proposed, rotational and order-disorder, the former was eliminated in. favor of the latter for HC1, HBr, HI, H2S, and H 2 Se, while free molecular rotation is shown to be plausible in CH 4 and CH 3 D.
STUDY OF PHASE TRANSITIONS BY MEANS OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE PHENOMENA'

Introduction
The first successful detection of radio-frequency transitions between Zeeman levels of nuclei in liquids and solids was announced by Purcell, Torrey, and Poundl and by Bloch, Hansen, and Packard 2 in 1946. It became apparent early in these investigations that the characteristics of a nuclear magnetic resonance depend directly on the material in which the resonanting nuclei reside. This, coupled with the fact that the ratio of resonant frequency to magnetic field is a linear function of the nuclear g-factor, indicated three lines of research:
(1) The accurate measurement of nuclear g-factors. 3 (2) An investigation of the interactions which affect the resonance characteristics -i.e. nuclear relaxation processes.4 (3) Study of internal properties of solids and liquids by means of nuclear magnetic resonance phenomena. 5-9 It is one phase of the last of these characteristic experiments with which this investigation is chiefly concerned.
If a substance containing magnetic nuclei of magnetic moment and angular momentum I is placed in a z-directed magnetic field Ho, there will result a nuclear par.amagnetism which may be found from Curie's law: N(gp )2 I( + 1)
where M is the static magnetization, N the number of nuclei/cc., g is the nuclear g-factor, n the nuclear magneton, I the nuclear angular momentum in units of h/2T, k the Boltzmann factor, and T the absolute temperature. Now if a radio-frequency field is introduced in the x-y plane with the Larmor frequency v = -or W o = yH (2) where = 1/It, a resonant absorption and dispersion will occur. For diamagnetic materials the ratio of v o to H o generally depends only on the magnetic moment and angular momentum of the nuclei concerned, and the peak absorption will be found at the same resonance condition for the same nuclei, regardless of the material in which the nucleireside. The width and magnitude of the nuclear magnetic resonance, however, are found to depend critically on the substance containing the resonating nuclei. More specifically, these properties are found to depend on two modes of interaction affecting the nuclei:
(1) The interaction between the nuclei and the lattice containing them, expressed in terms of the spin-lattice or thermal relaxation time T 1 . It is the resultant interchange of energy which enables the nuclear system to attain thermal equilibrium at a temperature T and to attempt to maintain this equilibrium upon exposure to resonance radiation, ( 2) The magnetic interaction between the nuclei, which is expressed in terms of a spin- It should be noted that Hlo c represents a deviation of the magnetic field from an average H o . Therefore, gradients in the magnetic field due to the inhomogeneity of the magnet serve also to broaden the line 1 .
Since the internuclear fields are expected to be of the order of a few gauss or more in magnitude, most solids fit well with this extremely elementary picture, giving resonance line widths of a few gauss or more. That this picture on the basis of a rigid lattice is inadequate becomes particularly obvious in the case of most liquids and gases and a few solids, -2-
There are other factors which may contribute to the line width but which do not enter into the cases under study. A more complete discussion of this matter may be found in the reference given in footnote 4 on p. 1.
where line widths of a small fraction of a gauss are found. The key to these lines may be seen from the fact that no mode of spin-lattice relaxation is possible in the rigid lattice so far considered. A generally useful and satisfactory theory of both spin-lattice and spin-spin interactions has been developed by B.P.P. 1 On the basis of general lattice motion they derive fairly accurate values for T 1 and explain details of line narrowing.
Qualitatively the resonance line width is reduced by an averaging out of the internuclear fields due to the lattice motion. This is particularly obvious in the extreme case of a nucleus residing in a freely rotating molecule, since rotational periods are much smaller than times associated with the nuclear resonance. In most cases of interest all orientations of the molecule are equally probable. As a consequence, the internuclear fields essentially average out to zero so that an extremely narrow line results. Actually in the case of water a line width of 10 -4 gauss is predicted. In practice it is impossible to observe this "true" line width since it would require, at a working field of 7000 gauss, a homogeneity of almost one part in 108 over the sample. Thus the line width in most liquids is determined entirely by the homogeneity of the magnet.
The theory referred to above approximates its description of the lattice motion by means of a single parameter T. This so-called correlation time (or "flipping" time) is essentially the average time it takes for a molecule to change its position or orientation appreciably. This is very closely related, through a factor of the order of one, to the "characteristic relaxation time" introduced by Debye in his theory of polar molecules. 2 The effect of Tc on T 2 and on the line width may be seen as follows:
Let us denote by T 2 " the spin-spin relaxation time in the limiting case of the rigid lattice. Thus, for this case, T represents the average lifetime of a nucleus in a particular energy state (or orientation). Now if >c > T"' the slow variation of the internuclear fields during the 'lifetime" of a nuclear orientation will have a negligible effect on the spin-spin interaction. Therefore we have If on the contrary To< T 2 ", considerable averaging out of the internuclear fields occurs during a normal nuclear level "lifetime". As a result the spin-spin interaction is greatly reduced and the relaxation time increased accordingly. In this case it may be shown that, in general, the relaxation time varies inversely as the correlation time.
Case II: rc<<T T 2 "C (3b) AR C r c .
Thus it becomes apparent that the line width is a snsitive function of the correlation time.
On the basis of a simplified calculation, by taking into account the effect of only the nearest neighbor of a resonating nucleus, B.P.P. find for T 2 the relation:
where K is a constant which includes the internuclear distance and other constants which are independent of frequency and of temperature. This has the properties discussed above; namely, for Tc>>T 2 , T 2 = (2/rE)}, Whloh may be shown to be equal to T 2 ", while for _<<T 2 we find T 2 = 1/2K . The form of a plot of log T 2 vs. logt is immediately apparent. This is made up of two predominant portions, a horizontal line for ro >>T and a line whose slope is -1 for <T2". If one reasons that the correlation time loses its "control" of T 2 when it reachesa value equal to T 2 , one finds that the break etween the horizontal and sloping part of this graph occurs near tc = T 2 /2. Very little accuracy is lost if we approximate this plot by two straight ines, one horizontal and the other with slope -1, intersecting
Another factor which affects T 2 is the spin-lattice relaxation time.
It may be seen that if the motion of the lattice transporting the nuclei has frequency components near Vo, this motion is capable of inducing transitions between Zeeman levels. Although this picutureis oversimplified, it indicates essentially the means of energy transfer between the lattice and the nuclei.
T 1 is found to be 1/2W, where W is the probability of an induced transition. Now if T 1 is comparable to T 2 , the former will also serve to limit the lifetime of a nucleus in a particular state. Thus T 1 may also contribute to the line width. However, under the conditions of the experiments, one of two situations generally exists. Either T>>T 2 , which is usually the case for broad lines, or T 1 -T 2 for the sample, and both are n the range of .01 sec to several seconds. In the former cases T 1 has no effect on the line width, while in the latter case the line width is determined by the homogeneity of the magnetic field, and T 1 does not influence the experimentally observed line widths for small r-f fields. there is assumed a preferred orientation, occupied by a majority of the molecules, below the transition, while above the transition the molecules occupy with equal probability one of two, or more, equilibrium orientations. It should be noted that both below and above the transition the molecules flip between equilibrium orientations. The distinguishing factor between the ordered and disordered phases is that the molecules predominate in a preferred orientation in the ordered phase; however, in the disordered phase, a preferred orientation ceases to exist. It is quite possible that either of these mechanisms may be responsible in different cases.
Since the line width of the nuclear resonance depends on the In general we should expect the line width in the rigid lattice to be three gauss or more. Since the gyromagnetic ratio y is about 2.7 x 10 4 for protons, this indicates that T2" should be less than 12 usec. Now, as indicated in Sec. 1, the line width is controlled by the molecular flipping time when X¢ is less than T 2 "/2. Thus the line width is generally sensitive to tc for values ofr t smaller than 8 sec.
At 7000 gauss the limit of homogeneity of the magnet used during these experiments was roughly 0.2 gauss.
Therefore the lowest values of tQ which can be derived from line-width measurements would be in the range .05 to .5 sec.
We may obtain an idea of expected values of ZC from Debye's "Polar Molecules". 
where c is the period of the rotational oscillations which would occur at o absolute zero and U is the activation energy required to reorient a small group of molecules. Of course U itself may be a complicated function of the temperature T.
To summarize, if a moderate change, or zero change, in line width occurs at the transition, this must be identified with the order-disorder mechanism. On the contrary, if a rapid change to a very narrow line occurs
at the transition, the rotational transformation mechanism may be indicated.
4owever, the order-disorder mechanism is not completely ruled out on the basis of this evidence alone.
A third mechanism which applies to a few casesfor example Rochelle salt, is the so-called displacive transition. In this case the unit cell of the crystal suffers a small distortion during which a new symmetry element appears or disappears. Although this type of transition has not yet been studied experimentally by themothod proposed here, it is expected that this would show very little effect on the nuclear resonance line width. Essentially complete lists of substances which exhibit phase transitions may be found in review articles by Euckenl and by Smyth. the hydrogen halides, except for the lightest member of the group, HF; the H 2 X group, with the exception of the lightest member, H 2 0; the XH 3 group, also except for the lightest member, NH 3 ; a number of ammonium salts, including the ammonium halides; and a multitude of organic molecules.
Apparatus and Crvogeny
The circuit used is essentially the one described by B.P.P. The water-cooled electromagnet used for most of these experiments was designed by In the case of less intense resonances of a gauss or more in width.
the output of the receiver is fed instead to a 30-cycle twin-T narrow-band amplifier with a lock-in feature. 1 In this case the modulation amplitude is reduced to a small fraction of the line width and the output, read on a 0-1 ma meter,is proportional to the slope of the resonance curve. The damping of the meter, which determines the bandwidth, also limits how rapidly one can traverse a resonance curve. In this case the absorption component of the resonance is more generally used and the width measured is the distance between the inflection points, i.e., between the peak deflections of the output meter. If one assumes a line shape resembling a universal resonance curve, as results from Bloch's development 2 for example, the above definition of line width is 1/3 times the distance between half-value points, which is normally defined as the line width. The distance between peaks was measured in terms of the over almost its entire length. This was used to keep the entire gas column above the pot at a temperature at least as high as that of the pot, in order to prevent convection currents. The space between the copper tube and the reservoir was filled with an insulating material. The reservoir was made vacuum-tight to permit pumping on the liquid and to enable convenient removal of explosive and noxious vaporS. In addition, the construction of the cover was such that the space in the dewar, but outside the reservoir, could be evacuated, so that the cryostat could be made adaptable for use with liquid hydrogen.
Resistance thermometers were used to determine temperature, with one wound about midway along the copper pot and the other in the gas column several inches above the pot. Resistance was measured by means of a Leeds and Northrup Wheatstone Bridge (Type "S" Testing Set). This was found to be quite adequate for the purpose of the experiments above 80 0 K. Since thelower-resistance thermometer reads the average temperature of the pot rather than the temperature of the sample, the time-dependent relationship between these was checked by placing a thermocouple in the position of the sample.
As a result,a waiting period of the order of 20 minutes was adopted after changes in temperature of the order of 5 to 10K . Generally, two or more readings of line width were taken over a time of 10 or more minutes after the waiting period, and data were not accepted until these could be repeated to within the estimated accuracy of the readings. To check this procedure, line width data were usually taken in the direction of increasing as well as decreasing temperature. Practically no cases were found of hysteresis due to a lack of thermal equilibrium. The greatest trouble occurred in the vicinity of transition temperatures, because of the high specific heats (or latent heats). Actually some of these effects may be inherent in these substances, since hysteresis effectshave been reported by investigators of phase transitions by other methods. Those samples which are gases at room temperature were condensed through a capillary opening into thin-walled glass ampules dipped in liquid nitrogen. After the sample was collected, the ampule was sealed by applying a small hot flame to the capillary. The seal was then worked around into a hook so that the sample could be suspended from a string for ease in storing the samples and transferring them to the cryostat. The ampules were stored in liquid nitrogen. An outline of the chemical preparation of the samples is given in the Appendix.
Results and Discussion
Those substances which have been studied in some detail include
(1) normal and heavy methane, CH 4 and CH 3 D; (2) the hydrogen halides H, HBr, and HI; (3) the H 2 X group, H 2 S and H 2 Se. In addition, some preliminary results will be reported for ammonium chloride and for natural and synthetic rubber. As is the conclusion for CH 4 , the behavior of the nuclear resonance line width in CH3D in the vicinity of its upper -point is what one would expect for a rotational transformation. However, the possibility of its being an order-disorder transition is not absolutely eliminated. Although observations were not carried down to the lower -point, by process of elimination one would expect this to be an order-disorder transition.
4.2. The Hydrogen Halides. HC1 shows a first-order transition at 98.360°K which is accompanied by a change in crystal structure from cubic in the higher-temperature modification to a less symmetrical structure at lower temperatures. HC1 melts at 158.90K.
The resultant curve of line width versus temperature, shown in Fig. 1 , divides into three sections.
In the comparatively short temperature range investigated below the transition the line width appears to be decreasing slowly with increasing temperature. This may be interpreted in one of two ways:
(1) This line width is a measure of the rigid-lattice line width, and the temperature variation is due to slight changes in the T K Fig. 1 . Line width vs. temperature for hydrogen chloride.
-13-
lattice constants with temperature. (2) rc is decreasing slowly with temperature and is in the range where it affects the line width. It would be difficult to prove either one of these assumptions until an accurate rigidlattice line width can be computed for the lower-temperature modification.
An apparently sharp drop in line width at the transition temperature constitutes the boundary between the first and second portions of the graph. In the temperature range from 98.40°K to about 1350°K the graph indicates almost a perfectly linear decrease in line width with the temperature.
In this case we are almost certainly in the range where H is proportional to tc' which implies a linear decrease in c from about 3 tsec at 100°K to about 0.08 sec at 135 0 K. However, there is some ambiguity in the interpretation of the sharp drop at the transition. It is likely that this is due at least in part to a change in the rigid-lattice line width accompanying the change in crystal structure. There is also some possibility that this may be associated with a sharp change in the characteristic flipping time, particularly if the first alternative above were the case and rc had not affected the line width below the transition.
Beyond 135K the observed line width is determined entirely by the homogeneity of the magnetic field. This limiting line width is roughly 0.2 gauss at a resonant field of 7000 gauss. No change in the amplitude of the resonance, as observed on the oscilloscope, was noted upon melting the sample. There is little to be gained by speculating as to the variation of ' above 135°K, although it should be noted that the extreme possibility c of free molecular rotation setting in below the melting point is not ruled out by thede data. However, this does not imply a rotational transformation, for which case free molecular rotation sets in at the transition. Therefore, there is no doubt that this line-width variation fits in with what would be expected for the order-disorder transition mechanism. The possibility of a rotational transformation is completely eliminated.
Hydrogen bromide has -points at 89°K, with a 3 range, and at 113°and 117 K, with a 2.5°and 1.5°range, respectively. A change from a less symmetrical structure to a cubic structure occurs at the lowest transition. Hysteresis is found at all three transitions. HBr melts at 186.20K.
Referring to the line-width versus temperature graph in Fig. 2 , we see that there may be a slight change in line width at the lowest transition.
However, in the temperature range between 900 and about 1400°K, the line width curve is characterized by a very slow decrease with increasing temperature. It is believed that in this range we are measuring the rigid- -17- In both cases data were taken only during the exploratory experiments. In the case of NH 4 C1, which has a -point at 242.80°, a line width of about 5.5 gauss was found at room temperature and somewhere in the vicinity of the A-point. At nitrogen temperature a line width of 18 gauss was observed.
As in the other cases this definitely indicates that this is an order-disorder type of transition, and not a rotational transformation, as has frequently been assumed. 2 In natural, unvulcanized rubber a narrow line was observed, limited only by the homogeneity in the magnetic field. Therefore, the possibility of extremely short flipping times for the methyl side groups or for the hydrogen bonds, for example, is quite plausible. However, there is an apparent decrease in the number participating in this motion as the temperature is decreased, since the amplitude of the resonance decreases drastically while there is no change in the other characteristics of the resonance. A small, narrow pip is still visible at dry-ice temperature, about -78°C. Vulcanization had no effect at room temperature, while carbon loading did seem to broaden the resonance slightly. As was expected, a sample of GR-S synthetic rubber gave only a broad resonance. that after a few seconds' exposure to light a progressive discoloration of the solid HI took place, probably due to decomposition of the HI. Although considerable effort was made to prevent exposure to light during the fractionation, some decomposition did take place. The finished frozen gas therefore shows some discoloration, presumably due to free I2. 
